Let G = (V,E) be a finite undirected connected graph. We show that there is a common perfect elimination ordering of all powers of G which represent chordal graphs. Consequently, if G and all of its powers are chordal then all these graphs admit a common perfect elimination ordering. Such an ordering can be computed in 0( 1 V/ . (El) t' lme using a generalization of the Tarjan and Yannakakis' Maximum Cardinality Search. In this note we prove that all chordal powers of an arbitrary graph have a common perfect elimination ordering. Such an ordering can be computed in 0( ( VI . IE1) time using a search procedure which generalizes the maximum cardinality search.
The disk centred at x with radius k is the set of all vertices having distance at most k to x:
D(x,k) = {v E V: d(x,u)dk}.
Let G(S) denote the subgraph of G induced by S c V. A graph G is distancehereditary iff for all induced connected subgraphs G(S) the distances in G(S) are the same as in G.
. . , on}). A linear ordering (vi,. . ., v,) of V is a perfect elimination ordering of G iff for all i E {l,..., n} the neighbourhood Ni(Vi) restricted to Gi is a clique i.e. Ui is simplicial in Gj.
A graph G is chordal iff it does not contain any induced (chordless) cycles of length at least 4.
It is well-known [3] that a graph G is chordal iff it admits a perfect elimination ordering.
A chordal power of a graph G is a power Gk which is chordal.
For an arbitrary set of vertices S C V, let c,& S) = ID(x, k)flSj. Consider an arbitrary increasing sequence of integers 0 < il < i2 < . . . < i,. We define the p-tuples while ci,(x, S) < cik( y, S). A vertex X* $! S is called a lexicographical maximum with respect to the set S iff x<x* for any other vertex x $ S. Next we present a special numbering of vertices of an arbitrary graph G under the assumption that an increasing sequence of integers 0 < il < i2 . . . < i, is given. The algorithm is a generalization of the maximum cardinality search (MCS) algorithm of [lo] for finding a perfect elimination ordering of chordal graphs. According to MCS the vertices of a graph are numbered from n to 1 in decreasing order. As the next vertex to number select a vertex adjacent with the largest number of previously numbered vertices, breaking ties arbitrarily [lo] . In our algorithm in the next step we number the vertex which is a lexicographical maximum with respect to the set of previously numbered vertices. We call this procedure the lexicographic maximum cardinality search (LMCS). If i, = 1 and p = 1 then we obtain the maximum cardinality search.
Subsequently, we prove that LMCS gives a common perfect elimination ordering of all chordal powers G", G", . . , Gip of a graph G.
Procedure (LMCS)
Input: A connected graph G = (V, E) with ( V 1 = n > 1 and integers 0 < il < . < i, such that Gil,. . , Gip are chordal. Output: A perfect elimination ordering (~1,. . . , u,) of the graphs Gil,. . . , Gip. Proof. Let y', y" E Pr(x,S) and consider two shortest paths P' and P" between vertices x, y' and x, y", respectively. Evidently, P' f' S = {y'} and P" n S = {y"}. If the vertices y' and y" are assumed to be non-adjacent then any induced path between y' and y" contained in P' U P" has at least one vertex outside S. This contradicts to the assumption that S is induced-path convex. So Pr(x,S) is a clique.
For an arbitrary vertex v E S, let y be a vertex of I(v,x) n S which is furthest from v. Then any shortest path between x and y does not contain other vertices of S except y. As in the preceding case we can show that y is adjacent to all vertices of Pr(x,S). In this note we proved the fact that all chordal powers of an arbitrary graph have a common perfect elimination ordering. For the proof we used a generalization of Maximum Cardinality Search which leads to a 0( 1 VI . IEI ) time procedure for finding such an ordering. We believe that this procedure is not time-optimal. It could well be that by using Doubly Lexical Search a better time bound may be obtained for the same purpose. We state this as an open problem for future research.
